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1. Introduction 
Background 

For the past five years I have been going back and forth between Sweden and Japan for 

exchange studies, spending in total two and a half years living among the Japanese 

people, learning their language and culture. During these years I have found that, even 

though our cultures and languages are completely different, the personal traits and 

values of both Swedish people and Japanese people are quite similar. Most of my 

Japanese friends and I think alike, and I found it surprisingly easy to adapt to life in 

Japan. However, though we might be alike in many ways, after spending this much time 

in Japan I also experienced many differences. The family values and the thoughts on 

marriage are examples of such differences. 

In japan, marriage is highly regarded and is considered to be a prerequisite for 

starting a family.1 Moreover, according to Japanese law, spouses are required to share a 

family name.2 In Sweden, however, living together in a shared household (sambo) is 

common and thus whether a couple is married or not before starting a family is not an 

issue.3 Owing to the sambo system, there is generally no pressure from one’s family to 

get married and more than half of all children born in Sweden are actually born out of 

wedlock.4 Therefore, the use of separate names is common, and even after registering a 

marriage, a couple is able to retain their original names.5 

Since I was born to an unmarried couple, my parents do not share a family name. 

This is a common occurrence in Sweden, and thus I have never given the family names 

of my parents much thought and believe that separate family names are as natural as a 

                                                   
1	   The	  Association	  For	  Abolishment	  of	  discrimination	  in	  the	  Family	  Register	  Against	  Children	  Born	  out	  of	  
Wedlock/なくそう戸籍と婚外子差別・交流会,	  なくそう婚外子・女性への差別―「家」「嫁」「性
別役割」をこえて―（Nakusō	  kongaishi,	  josei	  e	  no	  sabetsu	  –	  ‘Ie’,	  ‘Yome’,	  ‘Seibetsu	  yakuwari’	  o	  koete）
Let’s	  Abolish	  the	  Discrimination	  Against	  Children	  Born	  out	  of	  Wedlock	  and	  Women	  –	  Exceeding	  the	  
‘House’,	  the	  ‘Bride’	  and	  the	  ‘Gender	  Roles’	  (Tokyo:	  Aoki	  Shoten,	  2004),	  24.	  
2	   Nobuyoshi	  Toshitani,	  家族の法	 第 3版（Kazoku	  no	  hō,	  dai	  3	  ban）Family	  Law,	  3rd	  ed.	  (Tokyo:	  
Yuhikaku,	  2012	  (1996)),	  172.	  
3	   “Sambo”	  Co-‐habitation,	  Sveriges	  Domstolar,	  Accessed	  2015.5.18,	   	  
http://www.domstol.se/Familj/Sambo/	  
4	   “SF2.4:	  Share	  of	  births	  outside	  marriage	  and	  teenage	  births,”	  OECD	  –	  Social	  Policy	  Division,	  Directorate	  
of	  Employment,	  Labour	  and	  Social	  Affairs,	  2014.11.31.	  Accessed	  2015.4.11,	  
http://www.oecd.org/els/family/SF2_4_Births_outside_marriage_and_teenage_births.pdf	   	  
5	   “Efternamn”	  Family	  Name,	  Skatteverket,	  Accessed	  2015.5.18,	  
http://www.skatteverket.se/privat/folkbokforing/namn/efternamn.4.76a43be412206334b8980002066
9.html	  
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shared one. However in Japan, separate family names are not usually legally accepted 

for married couples and therefore I would like to focus this study on the current 

marriage-system, and why Japan, as of yet, has not adopted the system of retaining 

one’s original family name upon marriage, also called the fūfubessei system.6  

 

The Current Marriage-system  

According to the current Japanese civil code and the constitution of Japan, it is 

obligatory for spouses to decide on a common family name to get their marriage legally 

accepted. This name can either be the name of the husband or the name of the wife.7 

Though the civil code grants the couple the liberty to choose the family name, it is far 

more common for a couple to use the name of the husband.8 As a matter of fact, there 

were about 96% of the marrying couples in 2005 that chose the name of the husband 

when registering their marriage.9 Moreover, the law does not take into consideration 

whether the couple wishes to share a family name or not. In other words, separate 

family names (fūfubessei) are not an option for spouses wishing to have their marriage 

registration accepted.  

 

Fūfubessei 

The system of using separate family names is called fūfubessei in Japanese, and this 

study will henceforth be using this term when referring to this system.  

As mentioned above the Japanese legal system does not accept retaining separate 

family names after marriage as an option. If a couple wish to be legally married, that 

couple is obliged to use the same name.10 The introduction of fūfubessei as another 

option is under consideration. However, the opinions in the parliament are divided and 

therefore the system has yet to be realized.11 Presently, there are only two possible 
                                                   
6	  夫婦別姓	   	  
7	   Teruko	  Inoue,	  Shizuko	  Ueno,	  Yumiko	  Takeda,	  性役割（Seiyakuwari）Gender	  Roles,	  (Tokyo:	  Iwanami	  
Shoten,	  1995),	  203.	  
8	   Inoue,	  Ueno	  and	  Takeda,	  Gender	  Roles,	  204.	  
9	   “都道府県にみた婚姻”（Todōfuken	  ni	  mita	  konin）Marriage	  in	  the	  administrative	  divisions	  of	  Japan,	  
Ministry	  of	  Health,	  Labour	  and	  Welfare/厚生労働省,	  Accessed	  2015.5.21,	  
http://www.mhlw.go.jp/toukei/saikin/hw/jinkou/tokusyu/konin06/konin06-‐4.html	  
10	   Inoue;	  Ueno	  and	  Takeda,	  Gender	  Roles,	  203.	  
11	   Asahi	  Shimbun	  and	  the	  Taniguchi	  Lab,	  University	  of	  Tokyo,	  “託した思い	 議員のズレ（Takushita	  
omoi,	  Giin	  no	  zure）Entrusted	  feelings,	  A	  gap	  between	  the	  members	  of	  the	  Diet,”	  Asahi	  Shimbun,	  
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ways to retain separate names in Japan. One is international marriage which is the only 

case where the Japanese law accepts the use of fūfubessei.12 It is also possible to make 

fūfubessei a reality by deciding not to turn in the marriage registration forms and instead 

choose the life of jijitsukon (common-law marriage).13 

 

Purpose and Research Question 

The purpose of this study is to gain a deeper understanding of the Japanese family 

values and the family model. By examining the current marriage system and family 

values along with the arguments concerning the fūfubessei system made by the political 

parties of Japan, this study will clarify why the fūfubessei system has not been adopted. 

Therefore, the research question for this study is:  

 

Why have separate family names not been adopted as an option when marrying in 

Japan?  

 

Thesis Statement 

In this study I will be taking a positive stance towards the adoption of an optional 

fūfubessei system, and by document analysis I will argue that the reason for the 

dismissal of this system originates in the reluctance to change the family values 

established during the Meiji-era (1868-1912). I will also argue that the opposing 

arguments are based on the fear that the fūfubessei system would cause diversification 

of the Japanese family model which in turn would result in a more tolerant attitude 

towards deviant families. 

 

Structure and Format 

The main part of this study, the discussion, will be divided into three parts based on the 

three main arguments made by the politic parties concerning the adoption of the 

fūfubessei system. In the first part, the argument that the unity of a family will collapse 
                                                                                                                                                     
2015.2.1,	  5.	  
12	   Honma,	  Michiya.	  “国籍で姓の扱い異なるのは変（Kokuseki	  de	  sei	  no	  atsukai	  kotonaru	  no	  wa	  hen）
It	  is	  strange	  that	  the	  treatment	  of	  the	  family	  name	  differs	  by	  nationality.”	  Asahi	  Shimbun,	  2015.3.5,	  14.	  
13	   Terue	  Ohashi,	  未婚化の社会学（Mikonka	  no	  shakaigaku）Sociology	  of	  Staying	  Unmarried,	  (Tokyo:	  
NHK	  books,	  1993),	  155.	  
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in case the fūfubessei system is adopted will be covered. The effect the system could 

have on children will be covered in the second part of the discussion, while the third 

part is reserved for the current situation of women and how they would be affected by 

the fūfubessei system.  

The citations and examples given in this study will be translated into English, where 

the translation will be made to maintain the meaning and nuance of the original text as 

much as possible, rather than using a literal translation. The original quotes will be 

given in footnotes.  

The references in this study will be given according to the Chicago reference system, 

but for convenience and to make the footnotes easier to read the Japanese titles will only 

be given once, thereafter they will be shortened to only contain the English translation. 

For the same reason, only the translated titles will be written in italic.  

 

2. Method  
Method 

In this study a qualitative method will be used to examine how the views and values 

of the ie-system has shaped the Japanese society and the modern view on family, and 

why the majority of politicians are opposed to the adoption of the fūfubessei system. A 

qualitative method means that the materials used will be analysed on a deeper lever, and 

thus the data will not be as vast as it would be with a quantitative method. Since this 

study will be using a pre-existing theory, more specifically the Japanese ie-theory (see 

section 3) the approach will be deductive meaning the study will use a theory as a base 

and work towards reaching a conclusion.  

The data used for this study will mainly be secondary and will be collected through 

document analysis of arguments made by the opposing political parties in Japan, 

previous research and a total number of 13 newspaper articles published in Asahi 

Shimbun between 2013 and 2015.  

The newspaper articles were found through the Asahi Shimbun database Kikuzo II 

by searching by the keywords “夫婦別姓 (fūfubessei)” “夫婦別姓 AND子供 

(fūfubessei AND children)” and “夫婦別姓 AND女性 (fūfubessei AND women).”14 

                                                   
14	   Kikuzo	  II	  Visual,	  the	  Asahi	  Shimbun,	  Database.	   	  
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From the results I chose 4 articles describing the opinions and public promises by the 

political parties of Japan, and 9 articles depicting the opinions and experiences of 

Japanese citizens. The reason I chose to limit the articles to those published between 

2013 and 2015 is relevance, because I wanted a more up-to-date data for this study. 

Analysis of the arguments made by the political parties in the Japanese parliament 

will be combined with the analysis of the experiences and opinions of several citizens 

gathered mainly through newspaper articles and previous research, including the results 

of the Public Opinion Poll Concerning Family Law conducted by the Cabinet Office, 

government of Japan in 2012.15 This survey covered a total of 17 issues concerning the 

fūfubessei system and 9 out of these will be used throughout the discussion of this 

study. 

 

Materials and Previous Research 

This study will be centred on the arguments made by the political parties in the 

parliament of Japan concerning the adoption of an optional fūfubessei system as cited in 

Ayako Uchida’s article confronting the Arguments Concerning an Amendment of 

Family Law – Adopting Fūfubesshi as an Option and the Equalization of the Portion of 

Inheritance for Children Born out of Wedlock.16 I will also cite a number of other 

works, Family and Law - In Individualization and Diversification17 by Shuhei 

Ninomiya, professor in family law at Ritsumeikan University, being one of the more 

frequently used references. In addition to the previous research, 13 articles published in 

Asahi Shimbun between 2013 and 2015, as well as the Public Opinion Poll Concerning 

Family Law conducted by the Cabinet Office, government of Japan in 2012, will also be 

                                                                                                                                                     
http://database.asahi.com/library2e/	  
15	   “家族の法制に関する世論調査（Kazoku	  no	  Hōsei	  ni	  Kansuru	  Seronchōsa）Public	  Opinion	  Poll	  
Concerning	  Family	  Law,”	  Cabinet	  Office,	  Government	  of	  Japan/内閣府,	  12.2012.	  Accessed	  2015.5.18.	   	  
http://survey.gov-‐online.go.jp/h24/h24-‐kazoku/index.html	  
16	   Ayako	  Uchida,	  “家族法改正をめぐる議論の対立～選択的夫婦別氏制度の導入・婚外子相続分の
同等化問題（Kazokuhō	  kaisei	  o	  meguru	  giron	  no	  tairitsu	  –	  Sentakuteki	  fūfubesshi	  seido	  no	  dōnyū,	  
kongaishi	  sōzokubun	  no	  dōtōka	  mondai）Confronting	  the	  Arguments	  Concerning	  an	  Amendment	  of	  
Family	  Law	  –	  Adopting	  Fūfubesshi	  as	  an	  Option	  and	  the	  Equalization	  of	  the	  Portion	  of	  Inheritance	  for	  
Children	  Born	  out	  of	  Wedlock,”	  立法と調査 No.306（Rippō	  to	  Chōsa	  No.	  306）Legislation	  and	  Survey	  No.	  
306	  (2010):	  61-‐78.	  
17 Shuhei	  Ninomiya,	  家族と法―個人化と多様化の中で（Kazoku	  to	  hō	  –	  kojinka	  to	  tayōka	  no	  naka	  de）
Family	  and	  Law	  -‐	  In	  Individualization	  and	  Diversification,	  Tokyo:	  Iwanami	  Shoten,	  2013	  (2007).	  
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cited to support the thesis statement. 

As for the theory used in this study, the main works of reference will be Sociology 

of Children Born out of Wedlock18 by Kyoko Yoshizumi, professor in sociology at 

Otemon Gakuin University, and Ryoko Shimizu’s paper Unmarried Mothers and Their 

Children – the History and Present published in I Want to Live Unmarried – 

Questioning Discrimination against Children Born out of Wedlock edited by Kyoko 

Yoshizumi19. 

 

3. Theory 
The Japanese Ie 

This study will be using unmarried Mothers and Their Children – the History and 

Present by Ryoko Shimizu and Sociology of Children Born out of Wedlock by Kyoko 

Yoshizumi as a theory.20 In this work she writes about the current marriage system and 

its roots in the ie-system established during the Meiji-era. I will call this theory the 

Japanese ie-theory, and it will be used to show how the ie-system has shaped the current 

marriage system and the Japanese family values, resulting in a majority of opinions 

opposed to the fūfubessei system.  

During the Meiji-era (1868-1912) a system called the ie-system (“House” system) 

was introduced and during this period a family was registered in the family register as a 

unit sharing a family name, or a House name.21 Every family also had a head of the 

household called koshu, who held the right to control and manage his family members 

who were required to follow his (or in some cases her) orders and directions.22 The 

koshu was also obligated to support and provide for his or her family and it was usually 

the firstborn son of a koshu, who inherited the family property and the position as the 

                                                   
18 Kyoko	  Yoshizumi,	  婚外子の社会学（Kongaishi	  no	  shakaigaku）Sociology	  of	  Children	  Born	  out	  of	  
Wedlock	  (Tokyo:	  Sekaishiso	  Seminar,	  1993),	  83. 
19 Ryoko	  Shimizu,	  非婚の母とその子ども―その歴史と現在―（Hikon	  no	  haha	  to	  sono	  kodomo	  –	  
sono	  rekishi	  to	  genzai）Unmarried	  Mothers	  and	  Their	  Children	  –	  History	  and	  Present	  in	  非婚を生きたい
―婚外子の差別を問う（Hikon	  o	  ikitai	  –	  Kongaishi	  no	  sabetsu	  o	  tou）I	  Want	  to	  Live	  Unmarried	  –	  
Questioning	  Discrimination	  against	  Children	  Born	  out	  of	  Wedlock	  edited	  by	  Yoshizumi	  Kyoko,	  178-‐218.	  
(Tokyo:	  Aoki	  Shoten,	  1993	  (1992)),	  181. 
20 Ibid.,	  178-‐218.	  
Kyoko	  Yoshizumi,	  Sociology	  of	  Children	  Born	  out	  of	  Wedlock. 
21	   Ninomiya,	  Family	  and	  Law,	  26.	  
22	   Toshitani,	  Family	  Law,	  3rd	  ed.,	  170.	  
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next koshu.23  

Through the introduction of the ie-system marriage registration became obligatory 

and it was the responsibility of the koshu of the family to turn in the registration 

forms.24 A number of conditions that had to be fulfilled for marriage to be legally 

accepted were also established: 

1. The couple had to be of legal age.  

2. Two koshu, or two heirs of a koshu were prohibited to marry, since both parties 

were the head or the future head of their respective Houses. 

3. The consent of the koshu of both involved parties were necessary.25  

Even though new and stricter rules concerning marriage were written when the 

ie-system was adopted, up until the Meiji Era Japan was a polygamous society. During 

the first years of the Meiji-era (1868-1912) concubines called mekake were commonly 

kept and they had the same legal status as the official wife and were registered as 

concubines in the family register of their husbands.26 However, in 1882 (Meiji year 15) 

the Japanese Law was amended and the concubines lost their status and position as a 

spouse and all new registrations were prohibited making Japan officially 

monogamous.27 Although the system of keeping concubines was abolished and the 

concubines lost their position as a spouse, the practice was still unofficially in use until 

the end of the Second World War.28  

It was also during the Meiji-era that Japan for the first time started differentiating 

between children born within a marriage and those born outside.29 When the ie-system 

was completed in 1882 (Meiji year 15) children born to a concubine were considered to 

be children born out of wedlock while those born to a wife was legitimate.30 But since 

first-born heirs were valued children born to a concubine were frequently acknowledged 

                                                   
23	   Fumiko	  Kanbara,	  Junko	  Sugii	  and	  Michi	  Takeda,	  よくわかる現代家族（Yoku	  wakaru	  gendaikazoku）
Understanding	  Modern	  Family,	  (Kyoto:	  Minerva	  Shobo,	  2011	  (2009)),	  28;	   	  
Ninomiya,	  Family	  and	  Law,	  12.	  
24	   Kanbara,	  Sugii	  and	  Takeda,	  Understanding	  Modern	  Family,	  24.	  
25	   Yoshizumi,	  Sociology	  of	  Children	  Born	  out	  of	  Wedlock,	  83.	  
26	   Shimizu,	  Unmarried	  Mothers	  and	  Their	  Children),	  181.	  
27	   Yoshizumi,	  Sociology	  of	  Children	  Born	  out	  of	  Wedlock,	  86;	   	  
Shimizu,	  Unmarried	  Mothers	  and	  Their	  Children,	  179.	  
28	   Yoshizumi,	  Sociology	  of	  Children	  Born	  out	  of	  Wedlock,	  86.	  
29	   Ibid.,	  83.	  
30	   Shimizu,	  Unmarried	  Mothers	  and	  Their	  Children,	  202.	  
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by their fathers and legally brought into their Houses. This acknowledgement allowed 

them to inherit the father.31 However, if a legitimate heir was born, or if for some other 

reason there was no longer any need for the acknowledged child, the father could at any 

time discard him (or her).32 

After the end of the Second World War, the Civil Code (minpō) was revised and the 

ie-system and most of the regulations and rules concerning this system were abolished. 

However the obligation to turn in the marriage registration still remains.33 It is also 

compulsive for a marrying couple to register under the same surname.34 Therefore, it is 

necessary to decide on the family name before handing in the registration forms. In 

cases where the couple wishes to retain their separate surnames, the registration will not 

be accepted.35 Differentiation of children born within a marriage and those not is still 

being made as well.36  

 

4. Discussion 
As mentioned in the introduction, the Japanese law states that married couples are 

obligated to share a family name. This system was officially put into use through the 

legal adoption of a completed ie-system in 1889.37 During this period the family name 

was considered the name of the House and the koshu and his family were to share this 

name.38 When bringing an outsider into the family through marriage or adoption that 

person was also required to assume the name of that House.39 However, at the end of 

the Second World War, the civil code was amended and the family name changed from 

being the name of the House, to that of an individual person.40 The adoption of the 

fūfubessei system was also under consideration, but was dismissed.41 Instead, the 

articles that state that spouses must share a family name (the Civil Code, article 750) 
                                                   
31	   Yoshizumi,	  Sociology	  of	  Children	  Born	  out	  of	  Wedlock,	  86.	  
32	   Shimizu,	  Unmarried	  Mothers	  and	  Their	  Children,	  202.	  
33	   Kanbara,	  Sugii	  and	  Takeda,	  Understanding	  Modern	  Family,	  4.	  
34	   Ibid.,	  188.	  
35	   Ibid.,	  5.	  
36	   Ninomiya,	  Family	  and	  Law,	  p	  7.	  
37	   Ohashi,	  Sociology	  of	  Staying	  Unmarried,	  156-‐157.	  
38	   Ayako	  Uchida,	  Confronting	  the	  Arguments	  Concerning	  an	  Amendment	  of	  Family	  Law,	  61.	  
39	   Inoue;	  Ueno	  and	  Takeda,	  Gender	  Roles,	  203;	   	  
Toshitani,	  Family	  Law,	  3rd	  ed.,	  170.	  
40	   Ninomiya,	  Family	  and	  Law,	  26.	  
41	   Ibid.	  
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and that children are to be given the same family name as the parents (the Civil Code, 

article 790) were written.42 The creation of these articles contradict the change made in 

the connotation of the family name since legally changed through the abolishment of the 

ie-system. Namely, the family name is that of the individual person. However, the 

articles mentioned above clearly state that a family consisting of a married couple and 

their children must share a family name. Moreover, a family is still registered in the 

same family register as a unit, and not separately as individual persons.43 Even though 

the family name is no longer supposed to have any connection to the House, the thought 

of a family as a unit still remained in the system. These contradictions make it obvious 

that the values and ideas of the ie-system were still strong during the period after the 

Second World War, and since the articles have not yet been amended nor has the 

fūfubessei system been adopted, it is also clear that these values to some degree remains 

in the modern Japanese society as well.  

 

Individualism and the unity of a family 

The reason the fūfubessei system was dismissed in 1947 was due to the belief that the 

unity of a family and their shared family life depend on the married couple and their 

children sharing a family name.44 The introduction of the fūfubessei system was once 

again considered in 1996 when the outline of a bill proposing the introduction of the 

system was made.45 However, due the majority of the politicians of the parliament 

being opposed to the system, retaining the former family name upon marriage is still not 

possible.46 The results of a joint survey between Asahi Shimbun and the Taniguchi Lab, 

University of Tokyo, published in Asahi Shimbun on the 19th of December 2014 also 

show that the opinions of the different political parties are divided.47 The four largest 
                                                   
42	   Toshitani,	  Family	  Law,	  3rd	  ed.,	  171.	  
43	   Ninomiya,	  Family	  and	  Law,	  31.	  
44	   Ibid.,	  26.	  
45	   “DPJ	  to	  submit	  a	  bill	  allowing	  couples	  to	  have	  separate	  surnames,”	  The	  Japan	  Times	  Weekly.	  
2009.11.14,	   	  
http://st.japantimes.co.jp/english_news/editorial/2009/ed20091119.htm?print=noframe	  (accessed	  
2015.5.20)	  
46	   Asahi	   Shimbun	  and	   the	  Taniguchi	   Lab,	  University	  of	  Tokyo,	   “Entrusted	   feelings,	  A	  gap	  between	   the	  
members	  of	  the	  Diet,”	  5;	  
Unknown	  Author,	  “別姓も選べるように（Bessei	  mo	  eraberu	  yō	  ni）Hoping	  for	  the	  choice	  of	  separate	  
family	  names,”	  Asahi	  Shimbun,	  2013.5.30,	  p18.	  
47	   Asahi	  Shimbun	  and	  the	  Taniguchi	  Lab,	  University	  of	  Tokyo,	  “女性議員、寛容寄り（Josei	  giin,	  kanyō	  
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political parties in Japan were covered in this survey, and the only party where the 

opposition is a majority was the Liberal Democratic Party, the leading party of Japan. 

Among the other three parties the approving opinions prevailed slightly.48 However, 

looking at the separate percentage of the opinions of men and women, it shows that 

48% of women and only 28% of men were positive towards the introduction of the 

fūfubessei system. This clearly shows that even though three of the parties are generally 

approving of the system, the majority of the current politicians are still opposed to the 

fūfubessei system.  

One of the more popular opinions expressed against the fūfubessei system is the 

concern for the unity of the family:  

 
The fūfubesshi49 system would further the individualism and would 
lead to the collapse of the traditional family model, the relationships 
between relatives, lineage and [family] customs (graves and nursing 
et cetera).50 

 

The above statement gives the spread of individualism as an argument against the 

adoption of the fūfubessei system. It is clear from this argument that the opposing 

parties believe that individualism is not desirable, and it is implied that the fūfubessei 

system would only encourage the spread of individualism, which in turn would cause 

the collapse of the household and the family life. Though it is only implied in the above 

statement that the unity of a family would be affected by the fūfubessei system, 

politician Eriko Yamatani stated before the Budget Committee in 2010, that “To include 

making the fūfubessei as an option in the amendment of the civil code is a bill that 

would cause the dissolution of families.”51 This statement shows that the opinion 

causing the dismissal of the system in 1947 still remains among the present day 

                                                                                                                                                     
yori）Tolerant	  tendencies	  among	  the	  female	  members	  of	  the	  diet,”	  Asahi	  Shimbun,	  2014.12.19,	  4.	  
48	   Ibid.	  
49	   A	  different	  name	  for	  fūfubessei	  
50	   Original	  quote:	  個人主義を徹底させる別氏制は伝統的な家族モデル、親族間関係、家系、慣習
（墓、介護問題等）を崩壊させる。	  
Uchida,	  “Confronting	  the	  Arguments	  Concerning	  an	  Amendment	  of	  Family	  Law,”	  65.	  
51	   Original	  quote:	  選択的夫婦別姓制度を含む民法改正は家族解体法案。いま守るべきは家族だ。	  
Takanori	  Imamura,	  “女性閣僚の「矛盾」追及（Joseikanryō	  no	  ‘mujun’	  tsuikyū）The	  ‘contradiction’	  of	  
the	  female	  cabinet	  ministers	  questioned,”	  Asahi	  Shimbun,	  2014.10.9,	  4.	  
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politicians. These two statements also express a deep respect towards the current system 

and what it stands for, especially for the traditional family model.  

The family model referred to in this statement is the model that was established 

during the Meiji-era through the ie-system. As mentioned in the theory section, the 

family during the Meiji-period consisted of a koshu (head of the family or household) 

and his (or in rare cases, her) family. The koshu governed, controlled and supported his 

family while the wife was supposed to stay at home to care for the household and the 

children.52 Though the system has changed and women have started building their own 

careers, the above statement demonstrates that this ideal still remains to this day. Since 

the contemporary family system has its roots in the Meiji-era, the opposition uses this 

fact as a reason to hold on to what they believe to be tradition.53 The statement also 

conveys a strong unwillingness to change the current marriage system and a belief that 

individualism would cause this system to collapse, which would result in an undesirable 

diversification among the people and their values. Indeed, the introduction of the 

fūfubessei system would most likely alter the way people think and their values 

regarding family. The change in the traditional family model would also be inevitable, 

considering more diverse families would progressively become more commonplace by 

adopting the system. In such case, the acceptance towards deviant families would also 

spread among the Japanese people and it is likely that the greatest change the fūfubessei 

system would cause would be a much more lenient attitude towards deviant families in 

the Japanese society.  

The opinion that the fūfubessei system would cause the collapse of the family and 

the traditional family model is quite common among the political parties opposed to the 

adoption of the fūfubessei system, and is often cited in various articles and research 

papers et cetera.54 However, this opinion is popular not only among the politicians but 

also among the common people:55  

                                                   
52	   Kanbara,	  Sugii	  and	  Takeda,	  Understanding	  Modern	  Family,	  28;	   	  
Hiroyuki	  Ida,	  シングル単位の恋愛・家族論―ジェンダー・フリーな関係へ（Shinguru	  tani	  no	  renai,	  
kazokuron	  -‐	  Jendā	  furī	  na	  kankei	  e）Single	  Unit	  Love	  and	  Family.	  For	  Gender	  Free	  Relationships,	  (Kyoto:	  
Sekaishiso	  Seminar,	  1998),	  48-‐49.	  
53	   Uchida,	  “Confronting	  the	  Arguments	  Concerning	  an	  Amendment	  of	  Family	  Law,”	  65.	  
54	   Unknown	  Author,	  “Hoping	  for	  the	  choice	  of	  separate	  family	  names,”	  18.	  
55	   The	  Assembly	  For	  Abolishment	  of	  the	  Family	  Register	  and	  Discrimination	  Against	  Children	  Born	  out	  of	  
Wedlock/なくそう戸籍と婚外子差別・交流会,	  Let’s	  Abolish	  the	  Discrimination,	  p	  95;	   	  
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It is a tradition that a married couple share a family name. If, by the 
convenience of adults, this tradition would change to having 
separate family names, the way people think would become scattered 
and the households would fall apart.56  

 

In the beginning of 2015, Asahi Shimbun conducted a small questionnaire enquiring 

about the opinions of the readers concerning the fūfubessei system. The results were 

published in an article on mars 6, 2015, presenting some of the acquired opinions.57 

The above quote is a citation of the opinion of a woman opposed to the fūfubessei 

system. She expresses a clear concern for the marriage traditions and she believes that a 

change in the tradition of a shared family name would result in the collapse of the 

households. She also states that “the way people think will become scattered,” which 

implies that a scattered way of thinking is unwanted, and that she believes that the 

survival of the household and the Japanese family is dependent on a homogenous way 

of thinking. Namely, it is believable that she feels that individualism and diversification 

would be the ruin of the current marriage system. Thus taking the same standpoint as 

the opposing political parties. 

There were some people expressing opinions opposing to the fūfubessei system in 

the above questionnaire, most of the opinions and attitudes towards the system was 

relatively positive. Even so, many of the positive answers also expressed some worries 

regarding the legalization of the fūfubessei system, mainly concerning the possible 

effects the system could have on children. According to a survey made by the Japanese 

Cabinet Office in 2012, 35.5% of the informants would not mind the fūfubessei system 

being legalized, while 36.4% believed it was not necessary to implement the system.58 

The same survey also show that 67.1% expressed the concern that separate family 

                                                                                                                                                     
Himiko	  Nakazuka	  and	  Akiko	  Toga,	  “夫婦別姓	 どう思いますか？（Fūfubessei	  dō	  omoimasu	  ka?）What	  
do	  you	  think	  of	  Fūfubessei?”	  Asahi	  Shimbun,	  2015.3.6,	  30.	  
56	   Original	  quote:	  大人の都合で日本の伝統ある夫婦同姓が夫婦別姓に変わると、考え方がバラバ
ラになって家庭崩壊が広がる。	  
Ibid.	  
57	   Ibid.	  
58	   “Public	  Opinion	  Poll	  Concerning	  Family	  Law,”	  figure	  17.	   	  
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names would affect the children in an undesirable way.59 The questionnaire by Asahi 

Shimbun along with the survey released by the Cabinet Office shows that many are 

quite positive to the adoption of the fūfubessei system. However, it also shows that there 

are some concerns that the system will have a negative influence on the children. It is 

therefore likely that even if the system was to be adopted, due to various reasons, the 

concern for the wellbeing of children being one, many may not choose the option of 

retaining separate family names. It is not necessary the case that those positive towards 

the system would all choose separate family names upon marriage. This can be 

interpreted as a low demand for the system and gives the political parties a reason not to 

implement the system. However, since there is a fairly large number of Japanese people 

being positive towards the system, it could be argued that the family values have 

already been diversified to a certain degree and thus, the family model has likely started 

to change as well. The idea that the family is a unit brought together under the same 

family name has been weakened and therefore it is conceivable that the family unity and 

customs would remain unchanged even if the system was adopted. Moreover, the 

adoption of the fūfubessei system would not mean that every marrying couple are forced 

to retain their separate family names, but that the option would exist. Therefore, the 

system would allow those who believe the unity of their families would collapse if 

retaining separate names to keep to the Japanese tradition of a shared family name. On 

the other hand, those who believe otherwise would also be free to choose. From this 

point of view, one can argue that the argument that the unity of a family would collapse 

has no real substance, and that this argument originates from the fear of a change in the 

values and the system, and the diversification of the family rather than in the fear of an 

actual collapse of the unity of a family.  

Let us return to the argument made by the opposing parties that the fūfubessei 

system would “lead to the collapse of the traditional family model, the relationships 

between relatives, lineage and [family] customs (graves and nursing et cetera).”60  

In this part of the statement, a concern that the relationships between relatives and 

                                                   
59	   Ibid.,	  figure	  16.	  
60	   Original	  quote:	  伝統的な家族モデル、親族間関係、家系、慣習（墓、介護問題等）を崩壊させ
る。	  
Uchida,	  “Confronting	  the	  Arguments	  Concerning	  an	  Amendment	  of	  Family	  Law,”	  65.	  
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the family customs would collapse through the introduction of the fūfubessei system is 

expressed. As examples the nursing of the elderly and the maintenance of the family 

graves are given. It was customary during the period when the ie-system was in practice 

that a woman was to enter the House of the husband as a bride. She was expected to 

assume the name of the House and was expected work for the growth of her new family 

and the House.61 Since the wife was responsible for the household, the nursing of the 

parents of the husband and the maintenance of the family grave was also among these 

responsibilities.62 This custom is still common and it is considered to be part of the 

Japanese culture.63 But the argument above indicates a belief that the fūfubessei system 

would disrupt these customs and the nursing of the elders and the family graves would 

be neglected. Once again it is obvious that the opposing parties strongly value the 

current system and the traditions remaining of the ie-system. It is also clear that they are 

unwilling to legally allow the diversification of the family model and also that the 

individualism would only have a negative influence on the unity of Japanese families.  

However, would graves and the elderly be neglected only because they do not share 

the same name? The reason why this is given as an argument is likely because these 

customs are being connected to the family, and because in the Japanese society a family 

is often considered a unit with a shared family name. As seen above, the family name in 

turn, is believed to be connected to the unity of a family. The opposing parties believe 

that the family and the household will collapse if the fūfubessei system is introduced, 

because the unity ensured by the family name will be lost.64 It is therefore likely that 

they base the above statement is based on the belief that the loss of family unity and the 

spread of individualism would result in the younger family members being unwilling to 

take care of the elderly and the graves. However, not changing your name does not 

mean that there is no emotional bond with the family and the relatives, and it does not 

mean that someone would be willing to neglect others due to the difference in name.  

Following the logic of the above argument, such neglect would already exist in the 

                                                   
61	   The	  Assembly	  For	  Abolishment	  of	  the	  Family	  Register	  and	  Discrimination	  Against	  Children	  Born	  out	  of	  
Wedlock/なくそう戸籍と婚外子差別・交流会,	  Let’s	  Abolish	  the	  Discrimination,	  63.	  
62	   Ida,	  Single	  Unit	  Love	  and	  Family,	  138.	  
63	   The	  Assembly	  For	  Abolishment	  of	  the	  Family	  Register	  and	  Discrimination	  Against	  Children	  Born	  out	  of	  
Wedlock/なくそう戸籍と婚外子差別・交流会,	  Let’s	  Abolish	  the	  Discrimination,	  63.	  
64	   Uchida,	  “Confronting	  the	  Arguments	  Concerning	  an	  Amendment	  of	  Family	  Law,”	  65.	  
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Japanese society, since one party of the married couple does not share a family name 

with his or her spouse’s relatives. However, considering it is believed that the family is 

a unit and the fact that every family register still have a “head of the family”65 it is safe 

to assume that the family relationships mentioned in the above argument points to the 

family of the husband (in most cases). Thus it is clear that the “family” the politicians 

are trying to salvage is the family of the head of the household and that this way of 

thinking is a remnant from the ie-system and its values. The argument show no 

indication of covering the family of the wife (or in some cases the husband) and 

therefore this supports the argument that it is not the family in itself that is the main 

concern, but the change in values and ideas among the people.  

As a matter of fact, according to a survey conducted by the Cabinet office in 2012, 

76.3% of the informants believe that the fūfubessei system would not affect the 

relationship with their partner’s parents.66 Even though this survey was conducted on 

thoughts concerning the fūfubessei system, the answers made by male informants can 

also be applied to the current marriage system, since most married men and their 

partner’s family already have separate names. According to this survey, 75.3% of the 

male informants believe there is no or would not be any difference whether or not the 

family name is shared. In other words, few males find the relationship with their 

partner’s parents to be any less close just because of a difference in family names. 

Therefore it is unlikely that the case would be any different for women. Taking this into 

consideration, the likelihood that the relationship with relatives and the family customs 

would collapse is fairly small. Thus these results also work to confirm the argument that 

it is a change in the traditional values that is the main reason for the objection against 

the fūfubessei system. 

From the results of the survey mentioned above it can be gathered that the 

relationship with not only one’s own relatives, but also those of one’s partner has little 

to do with the actual family name, but instead with the way people regard their families. 

Therefore, it is unlikely that the elderly and the graves would be neglected due to a 

difference in names. The counter-argument made by the approving parties also bring 

this point to attention:  
                                                   
65	   Toshitani,	  Family	  Law,	  3rd	  ed.,	  172.	  
66	   “Public	  Opinion	  Poll	  Concerning	  Family	  Law,”	  figure	  15.	  
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The unity of a married couple, and of parent and child are not 
something the state should coerce, and the relationship between 
relatives and the problems with customs have nothing to do with the 
family name.67  

 

Many of those who want to make fūfubessei a reality also believe that “Having separate 

family names have nothing to do with the bond between family members.”68  

A woman currently living in jijitsukon (common-law marriage) describes her 

experiences concerning the unity of a family in an article published in Asahi Shimbun 

on June 17, 2013, supporting the argument above “I personally experienced that the 

unity of a family is nurtured, not by the family name, but by the relationship where you 

understand and appreciate each other in your daily life.”69 

As mentioned above, many might be positive against the introduction of the 

fūfubessei system and few believe that separate family names would influence the 

relationship one has to their partner’s parents and family.70 Yet, the number of couples 

that would actually choose separate family names might be quite low. Looking at the 

survey conducted by the Cabinet Office, only 23.5% actually want the option of being 

able to choose separate family names.71 Still, even if the fūfubessei system was to be 

adopted, it is not necessarily the case that all of the 23.5% would choose to make use of 

it. The following quote can be used to explain“After hesitating for a while I thought of 

our future children, and chose my husband’s name.”72 This woman married an 

Englishman, and since marrying a person of foreign nationality is the only time separate 
                                                   
67	   Original	  quote:	  夫婦・親子の一体感を国が強制すべきでない。親族間関係、慣習等の問題は氏
の問題とは関係ない。	  
Uchida,	  “Confronting	  the	  Arguments	  Concerning	  an	  Amendment	  of	  Family	  Law,”	  65.	  
68	   Original	  quote:	  名字が違うことと、家族の結びつきとは関係ありません。	  
Satomi	  Sugihara	  and	  Yoko	  Tanaka,	  “夫婦の姓	 別じゃ変？（Fūfu	  no	  sei,	  Betsu	  ja	  hen?）Separate	  family	  
names,	  is	  that	  strange?”	  Asahi	  Shimbun,	  2015.4.9,	  21.	  
69	   Original	  quote:	  家族の一体感は、姓ではなく、生活の中で相手を思いやる関係の中で、はぐく
まれるものだと実感してきた。	  
Noriko	  Yamashita,	  “家族の信頼、姓より心で育つ（Kazoku	  no	  shinrai,	  Sei	  yori	  kokoro	  de	  sodatsu）Trust	  
of	  the	  family	  grows	  from	  the	  heart	  rather	  than	  the	  name.”	  Asahi	  Shimbun,	  2013.6.17,	  9.	  
70	   “Public	  Opinion	  Poll	  Concerning	  Family	  Law,”	  figure	  15;	  figure	  17.	  
71	   Ibid.,	  figure	  18.	  
72	   Original	  quote:	  迷った末に生まれてくる子どものことを考え夫の姓を選択した。	  
Himiko	  Nakazuka	  and	  Akiko	  Toga,	  “What	  do	  you	  think	  of	  Fūfubessei?”	  Asahi	  Shimbun,	  30.	  
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family names are legally accepted in japan, she had the opportunity to choose whether 

she wanted separate family names or not.73   

First of all, this woman states that she was hesitating, or wavering whether or not 

she should change her family name or not. By expressing hesitation, she implies that 

she is not opposed to the fūfubessei system, and even considered keeping her family 

name once married. She also states that the reason she chose the name of her husband is 

because of their future children. However, children will be covered later in this section 

and therefore this part of the statement will be left out at the moment.  

It is also clear from the above statement that the husband in question was not willing 

to change his family name, or that it simply was not considered. The hesitation refers to 

her changing her name or not, while thinking of her children means that, for their sake, 

she changed her name. If it was considered that either one of them could change the 

name, the children would not have been an issue. Namely, if the woman were to keep 

her family name, the couple would not have shared a family name. It can be gathered 

from this statement that the wife, or perhaps both parties, believed that if a change were 

to be made, the wife were the one to make that change.  

This is likely the case for most marriages in Japan as well. Legal marriage is 

strongly valued, meaning it is expected to turn in a marriage registration upon entering 

into a marriage.74 Since marriage registration means that one party has to change his or 

her family name, the discussion of which family name to assume is sure to surface. 

However, around 96% of all marrying couples in Japan decide on the name of the 

husband.75 This clearly shows influences from the ie-system.  

From the Meiji-era (1868-1912) until the end of the Second World War the 

ie-system required the koshu (head of the family) and his family to share a family name, 

or a House name.76 This also meant that upon marriage, it was customary that the new 
                                                   
73	   Toshitani,	  Family	  Law,	  3rd	  ed.,	  177.	  
74	   Yuichiro	  Sakai,	  “事実婚と民主主義―視座の変容から考える現代的課題―（Jijjitsukon	  to	  
minshushugi	  –	  Shiza	  no	  henyō	  kara	  kangaeru	  gendaiteki	  kadai）Non-‐registered	  Marriage	  and	  Democracy	  
–	  Focusing	  on	  the	  Transformation	  of	  the	  Discourses,”	  社会学研究科紀要	 第 74号、慶應義塾大学文
学部（Shakaigaku	  Kenkyūka	  Kiyō	  Dai	  74	  gō,	  Keiōgijukudaigaku）Bulletin	  of	  the	  Institute	  of	  Sociology	  No.	  
74,	  Keio	  University	  (2012):	  1-‐17,	  2.	  
75	   “都道府県にみた婚姻”（Todōfuken	  ni	  mita	  konin）Marriage	  in	  the	  administrative	  divisions	  of	  Japan.	  
Ministry	  of	  Health,	  Labour	  and	  Welfare/厚生労働省.	  Accessed	  2015.5.21,	   	  
http://www.mhlw.go.jp/toukei/saikin/hw/jinkou/tokusyu/konin06/konin06-‐4.html	  
76	   Toshitani,	  Family	  Law,	  3rd	  ed.,	  170.	  
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wife would enter into her husband’s House and therefore, according to the civil code of 

the Meiji-era, would assume the name of that House.77 Evidently, it was considered 

obvious or natural that women were the ones to assume a new name upon marriage. 

Even though the system itself was abolished, this way of thinking still remains today.78 

From the way the woman above expresses her wavering feelings on whether or not to 

change her family name, it is indicated that even though she considered retaining her 

original family name she is still influenced by the values left by the ie-system and thus 

chose to assume the name of her husband.  

From the above quotes, as well as the fact that only 23.5% of the informants in the 

Cabinet Office survey would consider separate family names it could be gathered that 

even in case the fūfubessei system is adopted and the marrying couples had the option to 

choose, the number of people that would actually make use of the system would be 

fairly low. This implies that the demand for the adoption of the fūfubessei system is not 

very high, and could therefore fuel the argument: “There is little social need for the 

fūfubessei system” made by the opposing parties.79 However, these results also works 

to weaken the arguments made by the opposing parties. They claim that the households 

and the families would collapse if the fūfubessei system was implemented, but from the 

above results, the majority of the Japanese citizens would most likely choose a shared 

family name even of the option of separate family names were given. Thus, there should 

not be much reason to be concerned for the families. Yet, the majority of the politicians 

in the Japanese parliament are unwilling to adopt the system. This supports the idea that 

it is not the unity of the family that is the main reason for dismissal of the fūfubessei 

system, but the reluctance to legally allow a diverse family model. 

 

The effect on the children 

The unity of the family is the main argument against the fūfubessei system amongst the 

politicians of Japan, the welfare of children and how they could be affected by the 

adoption of the fūfubessei system are also brought up as arguments.  

                                                   
77	   Inoue;	  Ueno	  and	  Takeda,	  Gender	  Roles,	  203;	   	  
Toshitani,	  Family	  Law,	  3rd	  ed.,	  170.	  
78	   Inoue;	  Ueno	  and	  Takeda,	  Gender	  Roles,	  217.	  
79	   Original	  quote:	  夫婦別姓は社会的ニーズが少ない。	  
Inoue;	  Ueno	  and	  Takeda,	  Gender	  Roles,	  211.	  
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The social welfare of the children will be affected in a negative way 

(bullying, the psychological burden of having a separate name from 

one of the parents (…) et cetera).80 

 

As mentioned above, one of the arguments of the opposing parties is that the family 

name is the basis for the unity of a family. Namely, a family name is what makes a 

family a family, and without a shared family name, the family and the household would 

collapse. In the argument above the psychological burden of the children with a family 

name separate from one of the parents is given as a reason not to adopt the fūfubessei 

system Many believe a shared family name is proof of marriage and the unity between 

the couple.81 This unity also covers children; as article 790 of the Civil Code states that 

a child must be given the same name as the parents.82 This is a popular concern 

expressed by both those opposed to the fūfubessei system and of those approving of it.83  

Now, returning to the statement quoted earlier in this section: “After hesitating for a 

while I thought of our future children, and chose my husband’s name.”84 As mentioned 

earlier, this woman was hesitating on whether or not she should change her family name 

or not and even though she approves of the system, there are some negative aspects to it, 

especially concerning children. She does not clearly explain why she is concerned about 

the children, but it is likely due to the Japanese society and how children born to parents 

with separate family names are being viewed and treated.  

Since it is obligatory in Japan to change the name upon marriage, separate names 

are mainly constricted to divorced parents, or unmarried parents.85 The idea that 

marriage is the same as happiness is common in Japan, and divorce is the opposite of 

                                                   
80	   Original	  quote:	  子供の福祉を害する（いじめ、片親と氏が異なることへの心理的負担(…)等。	  
Uchida,	  “Confronting	  the	  Arguments	  Concerning	  an	  Amendment	  of	  Family	  Law,”	  65.	  
81	   Inoue;	  Ueno	  and	  Takeda,	  Gender	  Roles,	  217.	  
82	   Ninomiya,	  Family	  and	  Law,	  27-‐25.	  
83	   Himiko	  Nakazuka	  and	  Akiko	  Toga,	  “What	  do	  you	  think	  of	  Fūfubessei?”	  Asahi	  Shimbun,	  30.	  
83	   Toshitani,	  Family	  Law,	  3rd	  ed.,	  177.	  
84	  迷った末に生まれてくる子どものことを考え夫の姓を選択した。	  
Himiko	  Nakazuka	  and	  Akiko	  Toga,	  “What	  do	  you	  think	  of	  Fūfubessei?”	  Asahi	  Shimbun,	  30.	  
84	   Toshitani,	  Family	  Law,	  3rd	  ed.,	  177.	  
85	   Ninomiya,	  Family	  and	  Law,	  25.	  
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that.86 Contempt against divorce is still common and getting a divorce is considered to 

be negative.87 Children born to a couple that has divorced will be considered a child 

born within a marriage, and therefore will not be subject to the same discriminations as 

a child born outside of a marriage. However, divorce is considered a taboo in the 

Japanese society and is regarded to be a selfish act. Moreover, many believe that the 

children will be negatively affected by the divorce of their parents, and therefore pity 

them.88 Contrary to children of divorced parents, children born to an unmarried couple, 

or a jijitsukon-couple are classified as children born out of wedlock.89 However, Even if 

a couple chooses fūfubessei (upon international marriage) their children will not be born 

out of wedlock, and thus will not be subject to discrimination in the system. Thus, it is 

conceivable that the cause of the concerns of the woman quoted above is due to her 

being afraid of what other people might think rather than discrimination in the system. 

In short, it is likely that she does not want her children to be mistaken for children of 

divorced parents, or those of an unmarried couple. However, the adoption of the 

fūfubessei system would allow a more lenient attitude towards the use of separate family 

names to emerge in the Japanese society. Though it is unlikely that the thoughts on 

divorce and children born out of wedlock would change considerably through the 

adoption of the fūfubessei system, once the system has been established it is conceivable 

that the bullying of children with divorced parents and children born out of wedlock 

would decrease. This is due to the likelihood that the prejudice against children to 

parents with separate family names would cease and it would be much harder to 

differentiate these children. However, by using bullying as an argument not to adopt the 

fūfubessei system, the political parties not only admit that bullying of children born in 

families considered deviant occur but they also express their opinion that such treatment 

should not befall “non-deviant” children. This statement clearly differentiates children 

depending on their family situation, and the only concern expressed is that for the 

                                                   
86	   Ida,	  Single	  Unit	  Love	  and	  Family,	  53.	  
87	   Inoue;	  Ueno	  and	  Takeda,	  Gender	  Roles,	  211.	  
88	   Ida,	  Single	  Unit	  Love	  and	  Family,	  64.	  
89	   Kyoko	  Yoshizumi,	  非法律婚のライフスタイル（Hihōritsukon	  no	  raifusutairu）The	  Lifestyle	  of	  
Unlawful	  Marriages	  in	  結婚とパートナー関係	  問い直される夫婦（Kekkon	  to	  pātonā	  kankei,	  
Toinaosareru	  fūfu）Marriage	  and	  Partner	  Relationships,	  Rethinking	  Married	  Couples	  edited	  by	  Kyoko	  
Yoshizumi,	  (Kyoto:	  Minerva	  Shobo,	  2000),	  99;	   	  
Yoshizumi,	  Sociology	  of	  Children	  Born	  out	  of	  Wedlock,	  43.	  
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children born to parents with separate family names. By doing this they are justifying 

the bullying of children born to deviant families and therefore it can be concluded that 

this argument lacks in relevancy since it contradicts itself from the outset. If the 

bullying of children really were the issue, would not the bullying of children born in 

deviant families be taken into consideration as well? Moreover, an argument implying 

the justification of bullying children of deviant families would not be used. From this 

point of view, the argument made by the opposing parties appears to be nothing more 

than a daunt to make a case against the adoption of the fūfubessei system.  

This seems to be a popular opinion, and even among those who choose the life of 

jijitsukon (common-law marriage), there are those concerned about how the children 

will be perceived. The following is a quote from an article published in Asahi Shimbun 

on July 18, 2013: 

 
Our oldest son was born in -62 and along with the birth registration 
forms we also turned in our marriage registration forms. In -65 
when our oldest daughter was born we divorced. After that, when we 
were blessed with our second son, we once again submitted a 
marriage registration.90 

 

This couple chose to live in jijitsukon (common-law marriage) because the wife wanted 

to retain her family name and continue working without having to go through the 

process of changing the family name. However, when they decided to have children 

they turned in their marriage registration forms.91 This strongly indicates the 

unwillingness to give birth without being married. Though it is not explicit, the fact that 

they got divorced after the birth of their second child shows that the couple is 

comfortable with living in jijitsukon, and separate family names. It can also be gathered 

that the couple believes it is preferable for the children to have divorced parents as 

opposed to unwed parents. Namely, being born out of wedlock is perceived as negative. 
                                                   
90	   Original	  quote:	  62年に長男が生まれ、出生届と同時に婚姻届を出し、65年に長女が生まれた時
に離婚届を出した。その後、73年に次男を授かると再び婚姻届を提出。	  
Tsukamoto,	  Kyoko.	  “新しい女で生きたい 13条や 24条なければ訴えられなかった（Atarashī	  onna	  de	  
ikitai	  13	  jō	  ya	  24	  jō	  nakereba	  uttaerarenakatta）I	  want	  to	  live	  as	  a	  new	  woman,	  Without	  articles	  13	  and	  
24	  I	  could	  not	  have	  appealed.”	  Asahi	  Shimbun,	  2013.7.18,	  29.	  
91	   Ibid.	  
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This way of thinking also originates from the ie-system, in which children born out of 

wedlock was differentiated from those born within a marriage.92 Children born out of 

wedlock had no claim to the inheritance of his or her father, unless he acknowledged 

this child.93 However, even in such cases, the status of an acknowledged child was not 

equal to that of a child born in wedlock. Thus, in case a more suitable choice of heir was 

born the acknowledged child lost their position as an heir.94 Namely, a child born in 

wedlock was for more valued than those born outside a marriage.  

This way of thinking can be seen in the modern Japanese society as well, especially 

in the argument made by the opposing parties.  

 
The social welfare of the children will be affected in a negative way 
(bullying, the psychological burden of having a separate name from one 
of the parents (…) et cetera).95  

 

Since this argument tries to use bullying as a reason not to adopt the fūfubessei 

system while indirectly justifying the bullying and discrimination of children born to 

deviant families, it is clear that the values from the ie-system still remain. Namely, the 

differentiation made during the Meiji-era still occurs. Moreover, the argument implies a 

reluctance to stop this discrimination, which can also be used to support the argument 

made earlier in this section that the main reason for the objection is the unwillingness to 

change the current system and its value. Mainly because from this statement it is 

obvious, that the opposing parties are unwilling to make deviant families, or diversified 

families a regularity. It also shows a deep appreciation for conformity and conveys the 

opinion that deviancy should not be accepted.  

The following is an example of a man currently using his former family name as an 

alias. From his statement it can be shown that children do not have to suffer even if the 

parents have separate names: 

 

                                                   
92	   Shimizu,	  Unmarried	  Mothers	  and	  Their	  Children,	  198.	  
93	   Yoshizumi,	  Sociology	  of	  Children	  Born	  out	  of	  Wedlock,	  87.	  
94	   Shimizu,	  Unmarried	  Mothers	  and	  Their	  Children,	  202.	  
95	   Original	  quote:	  子供の福祉を害する（いじめ、片親と氏が異なることへの心理的負担(…)等。	  
Uchida,	  “Confronting	  the	  Arguments	  Concerning	  an	  Amendment	  of	  Family	  Law,”	  65.	  
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As long as the adults do not teach [their children] that ‘having 
separate family names is not good’ it is impossible that children will 
have any negative feelings [towards the system].96 

 

Though this man is legally married and his family name is officially the same as his 

wife, he is currently using his former name as an alias. His children all know him by his 

alias and the family has never expressed any concerns or negative opinions towards the 

use of separate family names. Therefore he states that he “knows from experience that 

separate names are 100% unrelated to the unity of a family.”97 Namely, he believes 

that the unity of a family is based on love and consideration for one’s family members, 

and he states that there is little to no psychological burden put on his children due to the 

difference in name. However, one must keep in mind that since the parents are legally 

married and do officially share a family name this example cannot be used to prove 

whether or not bullying would befall children born to parents with separate names. All 

the same, it does confirm that the attitudes and ideas of the parents and adults are the 

main reasons for any concerns that the system would cause psychological burdens on 

the children with parents of different family names. This can also be seen in the 

following quote. It describes a conversation between a woman and her six-year-old son 

concerning marriage and the fūfubessei system:  

 
I told [my son] that there is a rule saying a couple has to choose 
which family name to assume when they get married. I also talked 
about the fūfubessei system. My son seemed worried and said, ‘that 
means the child will have a different name from either [his/her] mum 
or dad.’ Then we thought about together it for a while.98 

 

                                                   
96	   Original	  quote:	  大人が「夫婦別姓はよくない」と教えない限り、子どもが否定的な感情を持つ
ことはありえない。	  
Himiko	  Nakazuka	  and	  Akiko	  Toga,	  “What	  do	  you	  think	  of	  Fūfubessei?”	  Asahi	  Shimbun,	  30.	  
97	  名字が違うことが家族の結束に 100％無関係ということは、経験上知っていた。	  
Ibid.	  
98	   Original	  quote:	  結婚したら夫婦どちらかの名字を選ぶ決まりがあることを伝えた。話は夫婦別
姓にも及んだ。息子は「子どもはお父さんかお母さんと違う名字になる」と心配そうに話し、親

子でしばらく考え込んだ。	  
Ibid.	  
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She brings this conversation up to prove that children would be concerned about not 

sharing the family name with one of his or her parents. However, keeping in mind that 

the child is only six years old and has never before heard about the fūfubessei system it 

is unlikely that he would be concerned by the system. Therefore it is much more 

conceivable that the boy simply mirrored the attitude of his mother and put into words 

what she consciously or unconsciously conveyed to her child. Namely, the child was 

influenced by the ideas and opinions of his mother and thus unnecessarily became 

concerned with the idea of one of the parents having a different family name. If the 

parents and other adults would not convey negative ideas towards the use of separate 

names, the children would not be burdened and there would not be any basis for 

bullying of those born to parents of different family names either. Therefore it is 

conceivable that the belief that separate names will burden the children psychologically 

actually derives from the belief that separate names will destroy the unity of a family, 

and this unity is what would burden the children, not the separate family names.  

The collapse of a family would indeed influence a child in a negative way and could 

cause a burden on the children. However, it does not mean that the fūfubessei system 

would cause such a collapse. As argued earlier in this study, the unity of a family is not 

dependent on the use of a shared family name, but from how each person regard their 

families. Moreover separate names are being used in many countries without resulting 

in discrimination and psychological burdens for children, and the unity of the families 

remain unrelated.99 Therefore it is believable that no such effect will befall the Japanese 

society either.  

That leaves the bullying, which also could cause a psychological burden on a child. 

However, as argued earlier, once the system has been adopted and the use of separate 

names have been made common knowledge, the bullying of children born to parents of 

separate names would most likely stop. Therefore, bullying would not contribute to the 

supposed psychological burden spoken of the argument made by the opposition. 

Furthermore, as concluded above, it is also likely that the bullying of children whose 

parents are divorced and children born out of wedlock would decrease as well. First, the 

fūfubessei system would bring about a change in the traditional family model, resulting 

                                                   
99	   Satomi	  Sugihara	  and	  Yoko	  Tanaka,	  “Separate	  family	  names,	  is	  that	  strange?”	  21.	  
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in a generally lenient attitude towards the family name, and its connotation. Through the 

adoption of the fūfubessei system, families that currently are perceived as deviant, such 

as jijitsukon (common-law marriage) would be legally accepted. Since many couples in 

jijitsukon choose this life because they want to retain their separate family names, the 

fūfubessei system would allow such couples to marry, making the family model more 

diverse. Thus a more tolerant attitude towards deviant families would be settled in the 

Japanese society, making the bullying of deviant families and their children less 

prominent. Second, it would be harder to differentiate between these children and those 

born to parents of separate family names. If the Japanese society would become more 

tolerant towards deviant families and the use of separate family names through the 

adoption of the fūfubessei system, the line between what is considered normal and what 

is deviant will be blurred, and the difference in family names will no longer be a reason 

for bullying. From this perspective, it is clear, as argued above, that the bullying of the 

children as an argument is only used to intimidate and cause fear towards the fūfubessei 

system. It can be concluded that this is due to a fear of diversification and the reluctance 

to accept families perceived as deviant as ordinary.   

  

The current situation of women 

While the unity of a family is the main argument of the opposing parties, the current 

situation of working women are brought up by the approving parties. “It is inconvenient 

and there are many disadvantages when working women change their family name.”100 

In the current system separate family names are not accepted and thus it is quite 

inconvenient to assume a new name upon marriage. Even though the above argument 

explains the situation of the working women in Japan, it also holds true for men when 

they change their family name. However, since approximately 96% of all couples 

assume the name of the husband upon marriage, the ones that are usually affected are 

women.101 

When getting married, the first change will be made to the family register. The 

family register of Japan is created for each family, and each register can only contain a 

                                                   
100	   Original	  quote:	  職業生活を営む女性が改氏することは不利益・不都合が著しい。	  
Uchida,	  “Confronting	  the	  Arguments	  Concerning	  an	  Amendment	  of	  Family	  Law,”	  65.	  
101	   “Marriage	  in	  the	  administrative	  divisions	  of	  Japan.”	  
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married couple and their children.102 Therefore, a new family register is created upon 

marriage (if the head of the register has never been married before) and the married 

couple will be registered under the same family name.103 The family register is used as 

for identification of a person and contains the name, date of birth, family relations et 

cetera.104 Moreover, since the name on all official documents and system has to be 

changed as well.105 For instance, the name on the driver’s licence and passport must be 

as well as the name registered at the bank and the insurance companies.106  

The change in family names is also a common cause for inconveniences in one’s 

working life. For one, it is inconvenient to identify oneself, especially to a third party 

(i.e. one’s customers), since the person in question has been known by his or her former 

family name up until the point of marriage.107 In other words, changing the name also 

means that one has to update the contacts and clients one has gathered while working. 

Otherwise, there is a risk of not being recognized by this third party. The trust and other 

achievements gained at the workplace also run the risk of being lost and there have been 

cases where the change in family names resulted in the loss of opportunities at work.108 

The Liberal Democratic Party (LDP), the leading party of Japan, promised before the 

election 2014 that they want to make the working life for women more convenient. 

They also expressed that they want to reform the regulations that hinders women from 

easier making a career.109 Therefore the adoption of the fūfubessei system should also 

be one of the systems the party is striving to reform. However, they are contradicting 

their statement above by objecting to the system and by arguing:  

 
If the disadvantages and inconveniences in the workplace would be 
solved by recognizing the use of one’s old name as an alias, doing so 

                                                   
102	   Toshitani,	  Family	  Law,	  3rd	  ed.,	  171.	  
103	   Ninomiya,	  Family	  and	  Law,	  31.	  
104	   Kanbara,	  Sugii	  and	  Takeda,	  Understanding	  Modern	  Family,	  188.	  
105	   The	  Assembly	  For	  Abolishment	  of	  the	  Family	  Register	  and	  Discrimination	  Against	  Children	  Born	  out	  
of	  Wedlock/なくそう戸籍と婚外子差別・交流会,	  Let’s	  Abolish	  the	  Discrimination,	  256.	  
106	   Inoue;	  Ueno	  and	  Takeda,	  Gender	  Roles,	  206.	  
107	   Ibid.,	  205.	  
108	   Uchida,	  “Confronting	  the	  Arguments	  Concerning	  an	  Amendment	  of	  Family	  Law,”	  70;	   	  
Ninomiya,	  Family	  and	  Law,	  28.	  
109	   Kazuo	  Teranishi,	  “野党「同一労働・同一賃金」（Yatō	  ‘dōitsu	  rōdō,	  dōitsu	  chingin’）The	  Opposition:	  
‘Same	  work,	  same	  wages,’”	  Asahi	  Shimbun,	  2014.12.4,	  4.	  
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should suffice.110  
 

As the counterargument suggests, the use of the former family name as an alias could 

solve some of the inconveniences and disadvantages that comes from changing the 

name. For instance, the identification on the workplace would be much easier if the use 

of the former name were to be allowed. Even though this system is not generally 

accepted, some workplaces and universities do already accept the use of the former 

name as an alias. The companies and other workplaces that accept the use of aliases are 

currently increasing, but there are also many places that do not accept them.111 However, 

even in places where the former family names are accepted, the legal name (i.e. the 

name written in the family register) must also be used, which in turn leads to other 

inconveniences and confusion.112 For example, two separate systems for management 

of the staff members needs to be used.113 By making the use of aliases into a system, 

companies and other workplaces will be required to allow the use of the former family 

name. Thus the above mentioned use of two separate management systems must be 

adopted. Moreover, according to the survey conducted by the Cabinet office in 2012, 

only about 45.9% of the informants believed that changing the family name upon 

marriage would cause inconveniences in one’s working life.114 Of these, 24.6% believe 

that the occurrence of inconveniences and disadvantages in the working life is 

inevitable.115 This implies that most do not believe that changing name would influence 

their working life in an inconvenient way, and even if it does it is something that could 

be expected from marriage. On the other hand, 60.6% of the informants who believe 

that changing the name would negatively affect their working life also expressed the 

opinion that the system should be reformed to reduce these inconveniences.116 Even 

though many do not find the current marriage system inconvenient, there are a fairly 

large number of citizens who feel the need for a reformed and updated system as well.  

                                                   
110	   Original	  quote:	  職業上の不利益・不都合は旧姓の通称使用を認めることで解消すれば足りる。	  
Uchida,	  “Confronting	  the	  Arguments	  Concerning	  an	  Amendment	  of	  Family	  Law,”	  65.	  
111	   Ohashi,	  Sociology	  of	  Staying	  Unmarried,	  155.	  
112	   Inoue;	  Ueno	  and	  Takeda,	  Gender	  Roles,	  206.	  
113	   Uchida,	  “Confronting	  the	  Arguments	  Concerning	  an	  Amendment	  of	  Family	  Law,”	  70.	  
114	   “Public	  Opinion	  Poll	  Concerning	  Family	  Law,”	  figure	  4.	  
115	   Ibid.,	  figure	  5.	  
116	   Ibid.	  
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As argued earlier in this study, even if an optional fūfubessei system was adopted, 

most Japanese couples would likely not choose to retain their original family names, 

and thus the argument made by the opposing parties that the family would collapse has 

no real substance. One would naturally assume that his fact, combined with the wish to 

make working life easier for women expressed by the LDP, would mean that there 

should not be a majority of opposing opinions in the parliament. Even so, the objection 

is strong. This fact can be used to argue that the reasons brought to attention in the 

objecting arguments made by the political parties are not the actual concern. Moreover, 

from the argument that the use of aliases should be sufficient, it can be concluded that 

making working life more convenient for women is only desirable if the current 

marriage system and the family model remain intact. The adoption of the fūfubessei 

system would mean a legal acceptance towards deviant families, and this in turn would 

cause the citizens to become more lenient towards such families. As argued earlier in 

this study, it can be concluded that the opposing parties are strongly reluctant to make 

this a reality. Therefore it is conceivable that the LDP prefers to adopt the relatively 

inconvenient and confusing system of using aliases rather than accepting a more diverse 

family model. 

The approving parties state that the use of the former name alongside the family 

name will “cause confusion.”117 They also argue that “Alias cannot be used in official 

situations and thus this system has limitations.”118 Namely, the name stated in the 

family register must be used in official systems and on official documents et cetera.119 

Thus, a person using his or her former name as an alias must use the name of their 

spouse as well. The approving parties argue that the use of aliases are limited and many 

of the above mentioned disadvantaged that commonly occur would not be solved by 

using an alias alone. Yet, according to the cabinet office survey conducted in 2012, 

there are relatively few of the Japanese citizens who agree to this statement.120 Only 

                                                   
117	   Original	  quote:	  混乱を招く。	  
Uchida,	  “Confronting	  the	  Arguments	  Concerning	  an	  Amendment	  of	  Family	  Law,”	  65.	  
118	   Original	  quote:	  通称制は公的場面では使用できず限界あり。	  
Ibid.	  
119	   Ibid.,	  70;	   	  
Takashi	  Toshida,	  “希望する夫婦には別姓も認めて（Kibō	  suru	  fūfu	  ni	  wa	  bessei	  mo	  mitomete）Accept	  
separate	  family	  names	  as	  an	  option	  for	  married	  couples,”	  Asahi	  Shimbun,	  2015.2.24,	  14.	  
120	   “Public	  Opinion	  Poll	  Concerning	  Family	  Law,”	  figure	  6.	  
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39.4% of the informants that believe the current system should be revised agree that 

many of the problems would not be solved simply by using an alias.121 In other words, 

only about 11% of all the informants participating in the survey believe that the system 

of using aliases would not solve the problems.122 It is conceivable that these results 

could support the claim by the opposing parties that the use of aliases would suffice, 

and thus it is not necessary to adopt the fūfubessei system. However, there is a 

possibility that the low percentage is due to many not having given the change in name 

much thought, or simply believe it is inevitable that it will be inconvenient. Another 

common occurrence among those who assume their spouse’s name upon marriage is the 

feeling of loss of identity.123 The survey conducted in 2012 by the Japanese cabinet 

office show that 22.3% would feel out of place by a change in name, while 7.4% state 

that they would feel like they lost the person they have been up until the point of 

marriage.124 Namely, over 30% of the informants believe there would be some 

discomfort changing the family name.  

The following is a quote from an article published in Asahi Shimbun in February 21, 

2015. “I too lost my former name when I married and I felt out of place and as if my 

own identity had been overturned.”125 This woman states that she felt very out of place 

after getting married and changing her family name. Moreover, by using the word “lost” 

when describing her emotions toward the change she also strongly implies that she feels 

like a part of herself was lost along with the family name. This could be explained by 

using the results from the cabinet office poll from 2012. According to the results, 45.9% 

of the informants consider the family name to be something passed down through 

generations.126 During the Meiji-era the family name was the name of the House and 

every family member shared this name.127 The survival of the House and the name were 

                                                   
121	   Ibid.	  
122	   Ibid.,	  figure	  4;	  figure	  6.	  
123	   Unknown	   Author,	   “多様な家族認めるとき”（Tayō	   na	   kazoku	   o	   mitomeru	   toki）Time	   to	   accept	  
diverse	  families,”	  Asahi	  Shimbun,	  2015.2.20,	  16.	  
124	   “Public	  Opinion	  Poll	  Concerning	  Family	  Law,”	  figure	  9.	  
125	   Original	  quote:	  私も結婚した時に旧姓を失い、自分のアイデンティティーが覆されるような
違和感や不便さを感じた。	  
Kyoko	  Kanno,	  “夫婦のありかた	 憲法判断期待（Fūfu	  no	  arikata	  Kenpōhandan	  kitai）The	  current	  state	  
of	  family,	  Expecting	  a	  constitutional	  judgement,”	  Asahi	  Shimbun,	  2015.2.21,	  12.	  
126	   “Public	  Opinion	  Poll	  Concerning	  Family	  Law,”	  figure	  3.	  
127	   Ninomiya,	  Family	  and	  Law,	  26.	  
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made possible through the rule stating that two heirs were not allowed to marry, and 

thus not only the members but the ancestors of each House would share a name.128  

Though a fairly large number of the informants participating in the Cabinet office 

survey believe they would feel discomfort by changing the name, the likelihood that 

most Japanese people would choose a shared family name even if the fūfubessei system 

was adopted is still high. Thus the discomfort will unlikely cease through the adoption 

of the fūfubessei system. However, by having the choice and still choosing to change 

the name, it is believable that the discomfort would not feel as strong since the change 

in names would not be coerced. From this perspective, it is also arguable that the choice 

could result in a stronger feeling of unity in families that decide to choose the same 

family name. Since it would not be necessary to share a family name, changing the 

name would be an active choice, and thus could have a greater meaning for the person 

choosing to assume the name of his or her partner. Following the logic of the argument 

made in the first part of the discussion, this would work as an argument to adopt the 

fūfubessei system rather than dismissing it. Once again this implies that there is a more 

underlying reason for the objection and as stated throughout this study, this reason is 

likely the reluctance of legally accepting any deviances making the Japanese society 

more tolerant and diverse. 

As mentioned previously, the adoption of the fūfubessei system would result in a 

change of the traditional family model and the society would become more accepting of 

diverse families. The traditional family model mentioned is based on the family model 

of the ie-system that was established during the Meiji-era (1868-1912) and the ideal 

family consists of a husband that supports the family, a wife taking care of the 

household and their children.129 During the time when the ie-system was in use, women 

were brought into the house of their husbands through marriage as a bride.130 Once 

married the bride (wife) was considered incapacitated and she needed the consent of her 

husband if she wanted to work or make contracts et cetera.131 She was also expected to 

                                                   
128	   Kyoko	  Yoshizumi,	  Sociology	  of	  Children	  Born	  out	  of	  Wedlock,	  83.	  
129	   Toshitani,	  Family	  Law,	  3rd	  ed.,	  170;	  
	   Ida,	  Single	  Unit	  Love	  and	  Family,	  138.	  
130	   The	  Assembly	  For	  Abolishment	  of	  the	  Family	  Register	  and	  Discrimination	  Against	  Children	  Born	  out	  
of	  Wedlock/なくそう戸籍と婚外子差別・交流会,	  Let’s	  Abolish	  the	  Discrimination,	  63.	  
131	   Toshitani,	  Family	  Law,	  3rd	  ed.,	  170.	  
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care for the household, the children and the elderly of the House.132 Though men no 

longer hold this kind of power over their wives, even today women are expected to take 

care of the household and the children while the husband earns a living for his family.133 

The idea that a marrying woman is a bride still remains in the modern Japanese society 

and can bring about difficulties for women and their independent lifestyles.134 Tokiko 

Kato writes in Let’s Abolish the Discrimination Against Children Born Out of Wedlock 

and Women – Exceeding the ‘House’, the ‘Bride’ and the ‘Gender Roles’ about her own 

experiences of being treated as a bride in her husband’s family home:  

 
My husband’s father told me casually, in the same way one would 
speak to one’s children, that ‘Grandma is making chawanmushi135 
so go and help her.’136 

 

Though Kato and her husband do not live together with her in-laws, she is still expected 

to help with the household whenever they go there to visit. This way of threating 

women, specifically wives, is not uncommon and shows that the ideal that women are 

supposed to stay at home and take care of the household still exists among the Japanese 

people (especially the older generations). There is a possibility that this ideal is the basis 

for the argument made by the political parties that the fūfubessei system will destroy the 

household or the unity of a family and also result in graves and the elderly being 

neglected. Taking care of the household as well as the elderly and the graves have been 

considered the responsibility of the wife since the Meiji-era, and many still feel this 

way.137 This implies that it is indeed the change in traditions and values of the ie-system 

that is the main concern for the objection to the fūfubessei system. The adoption of the 

fūfubessei system would reduce some of the inconveniences and disadvantages women 

                                                   
132	   Ida,	  Single	  Unit	  Love	  and	  Family,	  138.	  
133	   Ninomiya,	  Family	  and	  Law,	  27-‐28;	   	  
Inoue;	  Ueno	  and	  Takeda,	  Gender	  Roles,	  217.	  
134	   Ninomiya,	  Family	  and	  Law,	  28.	  
135	   A	  Japanese	  dish	  roughly	  translated	  as	  savory	  egg	  custard.	  
136	   Original	  quote:	  「おばあさんが茶碗むしをつくっているから手伝ってきて」とさりげなく、
さも自分の子どもに言うような調子で私に言ったのだ。	  
The	  Assembly	  For	  Abolishment	  of	  the	  Family	  Register	  and	  Discrimination	  Against	  Children	  Born	  out	  of	  
Wedlock/なくそう戸籍と婚外子差別・交流会,	  Let’s	  Abolish	  the	  Discrimination,	  265.	  
137	   Ida,	  Single	  Unit	  Love	  and	  Family,	  138.	  
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face resulting in a more convenient working life for women even after marriage. 

Therefore arguing that the fūfubessei system would cause a collapse of the household 

and the family do seem like a stretch since the most noticeable changes would likely be 

a more convenient working life for women and the diversification of the Japanese 

family model followed by a more lenient attitude towards separate family names and 

also families presently perceived as deviant. 

 

5. Conclusion 
By analysing the arguments made by the political parties opposed to the introduction of 

the fūfubessei system (the system of retaining one’s former family name upon marriage) 

I reached the conclusion that that these arguments lack in substance, and the actual 

reason for the objection toward the system is the fear of diversification of the Japanese 

family and the acceptance of those perceived as deviant. In the discussion I covered the 

three main arguments made by the political parties of Japan: the unity of the family; 

children and the current situation of women.  

As for the unity of the family, by looking at the opinions and experiences of several 

Japanese citizen and the results of the Public Opinion Poll Concerning Family Law 

conducted by the Cabinet Office, government of Japan, I make the judgment that the 

unity of the Japanese family did indeed once depend on the family name, or the House 

name. However, in the modern Japanese society, the connotations regarding the family 

name, and the family system itself have changed, and thus I conclude that the use of 

separate family names will not affect the unity of the family in any bad way, especially 

since the system would be optional. Meaning, that everyone is allowed to choose 

whichever lifestyle they consider the more suitable choice. I also judge that the political 

parties objecting to the fūfubessei system is not actually expressing concerns for the 

families, since they will be allowed to choose whichever lifestyle they are more 

comfortable with. However, by looking more closely at their arguments and the 

materials used in this study I conclude that the main concern expressed is that different 

kinds of families will be legally accepted resulting in the diversification of the Japanese 

family model.  

In the second part of the discussion I cover the effects the fūfubessei system would 
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or would not have on the children. Since I take a positive stance towards the adoption of 

the system, I agree with the approving parties that if the fūfubessei system was 

established, bullying and discrimination towards children born to parents of separate 

names would not occur. Therefore it can be concluded, after closely examining the 

argument made by the opposing parties and the current situation, it is my conclusion 

that once again the argument conveys strong reluctance to allow a more diverse family. 

I also conclude that the argument expressed the concern that the fūfubessei system 

would result in a lenient attitude towards deviant families and the acceptance of said 

families.  

The current situation of women is covered in the third part, and here I bring up the 

changes in the working life of women the fūfubessei system would invoke. Here I 

examine the public promise the leading party of Japan gave before the election in 2014, 

and argues that the objection to the adoption of the fūfubessei system contradicts this 

promise. I am of the viewpoint that since the leading party do want to make the working 

life of women more convenient and the fact that the arguments made about the unity of 

the family and the children have no real substance, there should be no real reason not to 

adopt the system as an option to a shared family name. Therefore, by considering the 

arguments made in the first and second part of the discussion, I conclude that the reason 

they are counter-arguing the argument that the system should be adopted to reduce the 

inconveniences for working women, is that they are unwilling to go as far as allowing 

the diversification of families for the sake of working women.  

 

6. Summary 
As seen in this study, the current legal system in Japan states that for a marriage to be 

legally acknowledged, the submitting of marriage registrations forms are required. It is 

also stated spouses must share a family name, a remnant of the ie-system established 

during the Meiji-era (1868-1912). The ie-system was abolished in 1947 and at this time, 

a proposal to adopt a system making separate family names an option, the optional 

fūfubessei system, was given, but due to a majority of opposing opinions the system was 

dismissed. The system is once again being considered, but the majority of the political 

parties in the parliament are still opposed and thus the system are yet to be accepted. 
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I started out by introducing the background of this study, also explaining the current 

marriage system as well as giving the definition of fūfubessei. This was followed by the 

purpose, research question, thesis statement, structure and format, method, materials 

and theory. The method was qualitative and was used on a macro level analysing the 

arguments made by the parliament (as cited by Ayako Uchida) and opinions and data 

collected through newspaper articles published in Asahi Shimbun and the results from 

the public opinion poll conducted by the Cabinet Office, government of Japan in 2012. 

Previous research by scholars such as Shuhei Ninomiya, Kyoko Yoshizumi and Ryoko 

Shimizu was also frequently used. I called the theory presented in section 3 the Japanese 

ie, and this section also works as historical background for the discussion. 

The research question for this study was “Why have separate family names not been 

adopted as an option when marrying in Japan?” and I took a positive attitude toward 

the adoption of the fūfubessei system. After closely examining the arguments made by 

the political parties in the parliament, I argued that the reason for the system being 

strongly opposed is due to the reluctance to change the family values to allow the 

diversification of the family model and a more tolerant attitude towards families 

perceived as deviant.  
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